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Making tracks
From Africa to Asia, Europe to North America, adventure and motors are
synonymous. We combine the best of both worlds and hit the road with
a selection of public participation rallies across the globe

AFRICA: PUT FOOT RALLY
17 JUNE – 5 JULY
The Put Foot Rally lights up through
six countries, with a checkpoint and
a party in each. The 19-day rally
travels 9000 kilometres through
the heart of Africa, with more than
150 crews giving back along
the journey through hands-on
charity work.
‘Put foot’ has a dual meaning
in South Africa and it works
perfectly for the rally which sees
drivers ‘hit the gas’ and put shoes
on the feet of underprivileged
school children.

More a test of survival and
endurance than a race, this
epic African adventure provides
challenges at every corner,
travelling through deserts,
canyons, mountain ranges, forests,
lakes, oceans and national parks.
It presents an opportunity to
see wild animals, meet people
and experience different foods,
cultures and traditions.
There are no restrictions on
route (just checkpoints) and no
restrictions on vehicles, with
Scooters, Mini Coopers, Bentleys,
VW Kombis, Citi Golfs, Land

Rovers and Hiluxes making the
roll call in previous years.
From Table Mountain (Cape
Town), the procession meets in
Namibia’s Etosha National Park
where the lion is king. In Zambia,
the banks of the mighty Zambezi
River and Victoria Falls provide
a meeting point and a chance
to swim in the majestic beaches
of Lake Malawi before crossing
the finishing line in tropical
Mozambique. “We are trying to
expel the myth that it is dangerous
to travel in Africa,” said Daryn
Hillhouse, founder of Put Foot Rally.

“These are six unique and
incredibly attractive countries;
from red sands to skeleton
coast, Okovango Delta, salt
planes and plemty of animals
in natural habitats.
“We even have our first
heli-entrant and a small plane
this year,” said Hillhouse.
It is mandatory for each entrant
to raise at least $50 to literally
put the first pair of school shoes
on the feet of African children.
Participant entries from $375
(plus vehicle) – putfootrally.com

ASIA: CENTRAL ASIA
RALLY 3-16 JUNE
The 14-day ‘minimal assistance’
Central Asia Rally provides
a journey along the Silk Road
from the eastern edge of Europe
all the way to the western edge
of China.
Pictured: Stargazing on the
Put Foot Rally in Africa

Visiting some of the last
unspoiled cultures, the Central
Asia Rally enables trips to fragrant
markets, ancient citadels and
historical cities of the Silk Road,
from Astrakhan in Russia to
Bishkek in Kyrgyzstan. Travelling
6500 kilometres across six
countries, the adventure begins
in Astrakhan, the ancient Russian
gateway to the orient, before
winding through Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and
Kyrgyzstan – with an opportunity
to stop off in the markets
of Afghanistan just across
the borderlands.
“It is a difficult region in which
to travel independently so we offer
the opportunity to travel in a group
but feel independent,” said
Barbara Litzlfellner, General
Manager at The Travel Scientists.
Travel Scientists provide the
tools for participants to find their
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own adventure – equipping with
a framework of unique travel
scenarios and an elite community
of thrill seekers.
All vehicles are open for entry
– from an old fire truck to a
hearse – just be sure to finish so
you can swap stories over some
well-earned refreshment.
There are bespoke packages
available, with options to have
a vehicle provided by The
Travel Scientists, and a mix
of accommodation available
– the quality changes with
each destination. Board is more
adventurous when nothing else is
available – like a yurt. From €700
per person – centralasiarally.com

returns to its roots with a new
‘Brooklands (London) to Edinburgh’
route. As in 2017, route designers
Anthony Preston and Lee Vincent
are working to devise four days
of exceptional open road vintage
motoring; finding the roads less
travelled all the way to Edinburgh
and a warm Scottish welcome.

A huge number of pre-war
vintage car enthusiasts have
gathered over each of the last
nine years to experience a
journey through some of the ➤
Above: Put Foot Rally Below:
A 1923 Bentley 3-4 1/2 on the
2017 Flying Scotsman Rally

EUROPE: ERA FLYING
SCOTSMAN RALLY
26-29 APRIL
Celebrating its 10th Anniversary,
the ERA Flying Scotsman Rally
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most beautiful landscapes that
Britain has to offer.
From the Brooklands Museum
in London, the route runs through
the Home Counties and north
into the East Midlands before
swinging east through the
Lincolnshire Wolds.
The gradients increase through
Saturday on moors and dales
of Yorkshire before the special
Anniversary Edition rounds off
with a shorter day of moorland
motoring through the wilds of
Northumberland and the Scottish
Borders. Day four finishes with
arrival at the Balmoral Hotel in
the heart of Edinburgh.
Price on request –
endurorally.com

NORTH AMERICA: ALCAN
5000 RALLY 20-28 AUGUST
North America’s Alcan 5000
Rally is a competitive adventure
that rewards experience, good
judgement, consistency, reliability
and rescourcefulness.The event
is based on an original concept of
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Right: ‘Black Betty’ on rally
Below: Classic Mini Cooper
and VW Camper Van touring
through Asia Central Rally
rallying as a grand tour, motoring
adventure, and gentleman’s sport:
such historic events include the
Monte Carlo (1911), Mille Miglia
(1911), and RAC (1932).
The first Alcan in 1984 had
23 entries, and at 4,700 miles was
the longest rally to be conducted
in North America. More than 90%
of the route today is composed of
long touring sections taken at a
wholly reasonable pace. Scoring
takes place in 10 to 20-mile
sections, and (in winter) short
closed slalom courses on snow or
ice where the fastest time wins.
The 2018 route heads from
Kirkland to Fairbanks via the
Blackwater, Cassiar, Klondike,
Top of the World, Richardson
and the Denali Highways.
Autos: from $3000.
Motorcycles from $2000 –
alcan5000.com ■

